
Reptilian Ship Destroyed By Andromeda Council 

On the Andromeda Council Primary Biosphere
ship, Analaia Valdez, who is an avatar contact to
the Star Traveler, witnessed how the laser hyper
fusion beam was fired to destroy the Reptilian
space ship that was passing by deep underwater
near Victoria, British Columbia Canada. Analaia
(looks like actress Tricia Helfer) has a similar soul
life spark to the Star Traveler (Elena Kapulnik) so
they interface with each other on a regular basis
on the Andromeda Primary Biosphere ship.

This is what the laser hyper fusion beam looks
like that was fired from the biosphere ship
which is in near space orbit to Earth right now.

The beam was fired at 11:49 pm midnight on
December 29, 2015 when the reptilian war ship
was first noticed passing by underwater by the
Andromeda Council plasma sonar radars at
11:30 pm Earth time.

There were two localized laser beam blasts
fired by the Andromeda primary biosphere
ship. One blast was fired to completely stop
the reptilian ship in the water. The second
blast was fired to destroy the ship.

The destruction of the reptilian ship exploding
underwater caused a large radius blast that
registered as a 4.9 earthquake on the Richter
scale near Victoria, B.C., Canada.
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This is one of the main observational
decks from which the Andromeda
Council astronomers observe what
happens on Earth and detect negative
ET’s who are either orbiting nearby
close to the planet or are on Earth.

Negative ET ships are either in the
Earth skies or traveling underwater in
the oceans so special deep space
sonar radars are used to find these
ships and neutralize them so they
cannot do any damage on the planet
surface.
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In the beginning of December, 2015, Elena was told by
Analaia that the various Earth world timelines were being
monitored by the Andromeda Council and that there
would be a strike blast of something being disintegrated
soon. It was suggested to Elena that she secure
everything that is valuable to her to the walls so Elena
went out and got vacuum wall clamps that she attached
to her spiritual closet walls and hung up her six staffs that
were made from wood and semi precious crystal stones.
Elena also took down the heavy spiritual items in her
crystal meditation room and put them on the floor
temporarily, as well Elena cleaned out her spiritual closet
so there were no heavy items located on the top shelves
for when the strike blast would hit.

All of these precautions helped to keep Elena’s stuff safe
and listening to her higher dimensional Andromeda
Council contact person was of importance because the
warning that a strike blast would happen between
December 23 – December 29, 2015 did occur. Since Elena
had forewarning of what was to come she had sufficient
time to prepare for the event and was not worried or
scared when it happened.
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These were the two Alpha Draconian reptilian
species that were on the war ship. There was
ten reptilian crew members and the rest were
the human cabal members traveling on the
ship. In total there was 100 crew members on
the reptilian ship.

When the reptilian ship was destroyed only
thirty crew members survived, four reptilians
and the other cabal human members.

Reptilian needle nosed round/circular type space ship that was
traveling underwater near Victoria, British Columbia, Canada to
destroy the newly opened natural star gate way portal in the
Canadian Rocky Mountains. The star gate way portal opened up
on December 25, 2015 when there was a powerful Full Moon and
a rare planetary alignment, these events brought in the new
advanced light codons and DNA upgrades to the awakening
people of Earth in order to speed up the ascension process.
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On the far left side in the white background is the
reptilian life pod that was on their war ship.
Three of these life pods escaped the ship with the
thirty crew members. One of the life pods was
totally damaged during the explosion of the war
ship so it was just sitting dead in the water after
the blast. The other two life pods were able to
travel away from the blast site. All three life
pods will be collected and the crew members will
be tried in the light court tribunals for their
crimes. The medium sized reptilian life pods can
hold ten – fourteen people in each pod.

These reptilian and cabal human crew members
will either be given the choice to be rehabilitated
so they can do good on the light side, leave the
known universe and be exiled to another
dimension on a far off planet in deep space
where they cannot come back to their own
galaxy, or they will be offered the option of self
destructing and returning back to the source of
light.
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The reptilian ships are usually either grey, or
greenish/purple in color so they blend in when
they are in outer space in terms of camouflage.

All reptilian ships have advanced cloaking
systems so normal space radars cannot pick
them up on scans, only deep space sonar radar
can pinpoint the exact locations of reptilian
ships. As well reptilian ships are heavily armed
with photon torpedo's, plasma canons, and
pulse firing long sensor beam weapons.
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Reptilians have heavy protective armor plating that they wear so they cannot easily be injured or killed
during battle. The reptilian underwater ships are very fast and they cannot be detected or tracked on
normal radar while the ships are underwater.

The Alpha Draconian reptilians were traveling underwater since they wanted to create maximum
damage in the Canadian Rocky mountains by blowing up the natural star gate way portal from
underneath the ocean so a large disturbance would be created on the ocean floor thereby stirring up the
tectonic plates and manifesting a large megathrust earthquake which could cost lives on the planet.
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The hyper fusion beam laser blast that took out the reptilian ship
near Victoria was localized in its target blast parameters to only
destroy the ship and nothing else so little damage would be
caused on the ocean floor as well as to make sure there would
not be any tsunamis caused by the destruction of the reptile ship.

Everything was done at night in terms of taking out the reptilian
ship and it was all accomplished in a quiet manner so there was
no loss of life to anyone but the reptilian crew on the ship.
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REPTILIANS

Origin: Alpha Draconian

Agenda: Conquer & Destruction

Life Span: 500 Earth Years

Ship Shape: Cigar, Tear Drop, &
Circular

Base: Technologies & Genetic
Manipulation
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REPTOID HUMANOID-LIKE BEING

BASIC PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Reptilians are known to come from the Draco Star System; however, very few people know about
the various kinds of reptilian aliens that exist.

Reptoids are Reptilians that are known to look like humans with a firm & slender body and stand
between 6 to 9 feet tall.

Reptoid Aliens have very long arms and legs but are very muscular in comparison to the average
human being. They have three (3) long fingers and one thumb for each hand. Their skin is very
scaly with a dark green - brownish color, similar to Earth’s reptilian animals. Reptoids are known
to have tails; however, recent reports have confirmed Reptoid aliens with no tails.

Reptoid Alien Eyes: There are two forms of eyes that Reptoid aliens have. They either have two
very large black eyes with vertical slit pupils or large white eyes with "flame-like" slit pupils.

Reptoid Head: Their heads are slightly conical and have bony ridges riding from their brow across
their back sloping skull and toward the back of their head. Their nasal openings are at the end of a
small and flattened nose and are two small slits that slant upwards. Some have reported to see
holes (slits) where ears would normally be found on a human but it is unclear if these accounts are
accurate.
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REPTILIAN ALIENS: DRACO (WINGED) SOMETIMES

BASIC PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Draco: This is another class of Reptilian Aliens called the Draco. They are known for their tall
stature (6 to 9 feet tall as well as being 14 feet tall for the white Royal Dracos) and wings that
expand 6 to 7 feet (not all Draco reptilians have wings). Like the Reptoid Reptilian Aliens, Draco's
have a similar body structure but do have some distinct differences.

Horns: Unlike the Reptoid Reptilian Aliens, the Draco's have been seen to have horns protrude
from their heads and sometimes down their spine, not all Draco reptilians have horns.

Wings: Made up of bones and scaly skin, these wings give the Draco aliens a distinctive look from
all other beings. Some say that these wings can grow so long at times it looks like they are wearing
a cape. These wings could extent anywhere between 6 to 7 feet.

Analysis: These aliens are not seen as commonly as the Reptoid kind and can account for some of
our histories myths and folklore about dragons and winged gods that come from the sky.

Reptilians evolved in two separate planets, one was Earth and the other was a planet near the
brightest star in the Draco constellation (Draconis). From these two distant planets, two distinctly
different races of Reptilians would evolve and would help shape our planet and civilization as we
know it today. As the two Reptilian races evolved, it was known that the Earthly Reptoids were a
peaceful and “good” race, and the Draconian Reptilians evolved with a “warrior” and “evil” spirit.
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Reptilians from the Draco system are manipulative and deceiving by nature. These Reptilians
are so advance that, like Arcturians, they have surpassed the physical limitations of their
material bodies. Reptilian Aliens from the Draco Constellation ingest their nutrients through
energy, but their needed food source is "bad" or "evil" energy. This inherent fact makes self-
preservation and evil agenda for the Reptilian Aliens from the Draco Constellation. Reptilian
Aliens from the Draco Constellation are also rumored to have created the race of aliens that
we know of as Greys. This creation of a species was necessary for their survival as a race.

As the Draconian civilization continued to grow and expand, they needed new sources of
nutrition. Seeking other planets to infest with their evil agenda, they soon came to realize
that a creation of cloned "evil" race would benefit them. Grey Aliens were created as a slave
race to the Reptilians; however, as the Reptilians grew in numbers, so did the Greys. Soon a
revolution would take place that would give birth to the Grey Aliens and their Agenda to find
a cure for their cloned race that is slowly dying.

Draconian Reptilians soon began to look for a new source of energy consumption and came
across our planet (Earth). Here they observed a highly advanced race of Reptilian-like aliens
known as Reptoids. Seeking to utilize the human’s population on Earth, Draconian Reptilians
sought out to destroy the Earth evolved Reptilians and began their Reptilian Agenda to
manipulate a race of evil minded humans for their energy consumption. After successfully
forcing many Earth evolved reptilians to leave Earth, Draconian Reptilians began to work
their way into, and influence, civilizations of the past. Rumored reports state that some
Earth evolved Reptilians still exist beneath the streets and farms of our planet, secretly
counter acting the Draconian Reptilian Alien agenda.

Today, power struggles among the Alien forces have thwarted an outright invasion of our
planet. Reptilian Aliens from the Draco Constellation still have a fixed eye on our planet and
do have emissaries here on Earth performing the vital tasks to ensure that humans remain on
the track of corruption, hatred, and ego-centric goals!
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All the information about
the Reptilian characteristics
and species data came from
the Arcturi.com website.


